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Art Dubai’s 2016 edition marks a decade of excellence
N.P. Krishna Kumar

Dubai

A

rt Dubai’s 2016 edition
was exceptional and the
most diverse to date,
as the global cultural
venue marked ten years
since it was launched.The numbers, not to mention the quality of
the art on display, were staggering.
The event attracted a record 27,516
visitors. Ninety-five museums and
institutions from across the world
were represented, with many accompanied by curators, museum
board members and patrons, reaffirming Art Dubai’s high position
among the world’s most global
fairs.
“There is an ever-growing interest and enthusiasm of local audiences plus the interest and knowledge of the international arts scene
in what is happening in the Arab
world,” said Art Dubai Director Antonia Carver.
It was a commercially successful event with about one-quarter
of participating galleries selling
out and the vast majority reporting
healthy sales. “The galleries were
also delighted with the opportunities they had at the fair to meet the
world’s leading museum directors
and curators,” Carver said.
Sales ranged from less than
$10,000 for emerging artists to
more than $300,000 for works by
internationally renowned artists
such as China’s Ai Wei Wei, Iraq’s
Faiq Hassan, Japan’s Yayoi Kusama, Iranian Monir Shahroudy Farmanfarmaian and Spain’s Jaume
Plensa.
More than 2,000 people attended
debates at the three-day Global Art
Forum and nearly 1,000 students
participated in the fair. The topic of
the Global Art Forum was The Future Was, with more than 50 speakers from art, science, technology
and architecture taking part.
“Art Dubai has grown hand-inhand with the local arts scene. In
2007 when the fair began, there
was just a handful of galleries in the
city. Now, ten years later, Dubai is
known as the regional market centre with a thriving gallery scene,
the region’s leading fair and also a
growing not-for-profit sector,” she
said.
Art Dubai is part of Dubai Art
Week, incorporating Design Days
Dubai and SIKKA Art Fair, as well
as Art Nights at Gate Village, Al-

Visitors to Art Dubai Contemporary, 2016, The Studio
serkal and Al Quoz Galleries Night,
RCA Secret Dubai, the Global Art
Forum and the wider programme
of shows and initiatives across the
United Arab Emirates, becoming
an important event on the Middle
Eastern and South Asian art calendar.
With momentum provided by
Art Dubai and Art Week, Dubai has
been attracting impressive new local, regional and international artistic talents, promoting the emirate as an essential meeting point
on the art map.
An interesting aspect of this
year’s show was that nearly half the
participating artists were women.
Art Dubai Contemporary’s two
halls were dominated by largescale installations and stand-out
works by internationally acclaimed
artists, presented alongside works
by emerging artists from the region

and the highest participation to
date of galleries from the UAE.
International museum representatives were particularly drawn
to Art Dubai Modern, the only exhibition of its kind, focusing on the
masters of the Middle East, Africa
and South Asia, highlighting market demand for works from the
1900s to the 1980s.
Art Dubai’s critical success is
largely linked to its connections to
the private sector, most prominently with the Abraaj Group, a leading investment group. The Abraaj
Group Art Prize, worth $100,000, is
the only one of its kind that awards
artists based on a proposal, rather
than a completed work. It is in its
eighth year.
One of the highlights of the 2016
event was the unveiling of The
Abraaj Group Art Prize 2016 exhibition. Titled Syntax and Society

and curated by Antwerp-based Nav
Haq, it featured a new video installation by prize winners, Palestinian
artist-duo Basel Abbas and Ruanne
Abou-Rahme, alongside works
by short-listed artists Dina Danish, Mahmoud Khaled and Bashir
Mahmood.

“Dubai is known as
the regional market
centre, with a
thriving gallery
scene, the region’s
leading fair and a
growing not-forprofit sector.”
Antonia Carver, Art
Dubai’s director
According to Haq, the selected
works “look at questions of language as symbolic structures in

a playful as well as investigative
way”.
Abbas and Abou-Rahme’s haunting installation Only the Beloved
Keeps Our Secrets examines how
modern-day technologies, particularly the internet, can enable a
continued existence for those who
have been deceased. The agonising
footage of a Palestinian boy who
is killed while attempting to pluck
an edible plant, after he crossed an
Israeli military line, is mixed with
other images of rituals, the wider
landscape and seascape.
Each element of image, sound,
song and words came together as
the video unfolded, pointing to the
Palestinian narrative and collective
history.
N.P. Krishna Kumar is a
Dubai-based contributor to The
Arab Weekly.

Morocco’s Al-Qarawiyyin library to reopen after major restoration
Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

A

The curator of the Al-Qarawiyyin library, Abdelfattah
Bougchouf, opens an original version of Ibn Khaldoun’s most
famous work, Muqadimah, dating to the 14th century at the
Al-Qarawiyyin mosque in Fez, Morocco.

fter three years of restoration, Morocco’s AlQarawiyyin library, one
of the oldest libraries in
the world, is to reopen
to the public in May after a period
in which researchers are granted access.
Al-Qarawiyyin library, built in
859 in Fez during the reign of Sultan Abou Inane Al Marini, contains
priceless treasures. Its 12-centuryold manuscripts have been sources
of knowledge for researchers and
students around the world.
The beautiful Arab-Andalusianstyle library was built thanks to
Fatima al-Fihriya, the daughter of
a wealthy Tunisian merchant who
emigrated to Fez and provided the
endowment. The woman vowed to
devote her inheritance to the construction of a mosque and a library
for the community. After her parents’ deaths, she kept her word. She
fasted every day while the construction work was taking place as a way
of getting divine blessings.
The library is a historic witness
to women’s contribution to Islamic
civilisation. In the tenth century the

mosque became a university, which
is the oldest operational educational
institution in the world, according
to the UN cultural agency, UNESCO.
Heat and humidity took a toll on
Al-Qarawiyyin, which had played a
key role in the transfer of knowledge
between Muslims and Europeans in
the Middle Ages.

The library is a historic
witness to women’s
contribution to Islamic
civilisation.
“When I first visited, I was
shocked at the state of the place. In
rooms containing precious manuscripts dating back to the seventh
century, the temperature and moisture were uncontrolled and there
were cracks in the ceiling,” said Aziza Chaouni, the architect in charge
of rehabilitating the library, on the
website of the TED foundation.
In 2012, after receiving a grant
from Kuwait’s Arab Bank, Morocco’s
Ministry of Culture decided to renovate the building following King Mohammed VI’s directives.
Priceless manuscripts and parchments covering fields such as grammar, theology, law and astronomy
are now kept in a secure room with
strict temperature and humidity
control after a plumbing problem

threatened to soak them in sewage.
The library had been rehabilitated on many occasions through
the years. However, before the 2012
project began, it still suffered from
“major structural problems, a lack
of insulation and infrastructural deficiencies, such a blocked drainage
system, broken tiles, cracked wood
beams, exposed electric wires, and
so on,” Chaouni told TED.
After three years of renovation,
the library is to reopen to the public
and provide access to its resources
of knowledge and history. The library will house a document restoration laboratory, a reading room, a
rare book collection, a conference
room and a café.
The Louvre Museum in Paris had
an exhibition in 2014 called Medieval Morocco featuring the North
African country’s medieval religious
items and manuscripts, including Ibn Khaldoun’s Muqadimah.
A 13th-century chandelier, weighing more than 1 tonne and made
of engraved copper with 520 glass
lamps arranged in nine circles, from
the prayer room of Al-Qarawiyyin
mosque was one of the exhibit’s
highlights.
Saad Guerraoui is a frequent
contributor to The Arab Weekly on
Maghreb issues.

